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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OPTi (Optimisation of District Heating and Cooling Systems) aims to advance the technologies and solutions
for increasing the overall energy efficiency of DHC systems. It seeks to do so by exploiting new methodologies
and tools based on modelling, analysis and control of DHC systems along with enhancing user flexibility
through economic incentives.
Deliverable 6.2 is part of the Work Package 6 (WP6: Integration and Validation) and forms version 1 of the
Test Report. Deliverable 6.3 constitutes the 2nd version (final version) of the Test Report. The focus of the test
report is the validation of the various technologies developed as part of the OPTi framework. The evaluation
is conducted through the various test cases defined D6.1 and results are studied in the context of the related
KPIs as a measure of the expected impact of the project.
The test report comprises of 6 major sections:
• OPTi Test Cases: This section provides updates (where applicable) to the 8 test cases defined in D6.1
and proposes a data analysis methodology for each test case. The methodology lays the groundwork
for evaluating the output of the test case in terms of the related KPIs and formulating the results.
• Interpretation of KPIs: This section focuses on the project KPIs. As most KPIs pertain to more than
one test case, this section describes the validation procedure that will be used to determine the
achievement of the KPIs at the project level by combining the results from the individual test cases
in an appropriate manner.
• Validation of OPTi-Sim Framework: This section describes the evaluation of the simulation
framework developed as part of the OPTi project. The validation of the framework directly
contributes to KPI-4.
• Luleå Tests & Results: This section describes the various tests conducted for the Luleå site, including
both the simulator experiments and pilot trials. The data of the tests is analysed to produce results
in terms of the related KPIs.
• Mallorca Tests & Results: This section describes the various tests conducted for the Mallorca site,
including both the simulated experiments and the pilot trials. The analysis and results are expressed
in terms of the related KPIs.
• Discussion: This section follows naturally from the above sections to provide a KPI level overview of
the impact of the project. Additionally, the summary of recommendations and insights arising from
the various experiments and trials are documented here.
In this way, the test report establishes the validation methodology in terms of the test cases and KPIs before
delving into the experiments and analysis of the results. Moreover, as this is just the version 1 of the test
report, only the initial test results are documented here. Therefore, the remainder of the test cases results
and the discussion section will form part of D6.3 (Test Report ver. 2).
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1

INTRODUCTION

As the energy requirements of our society are growing day by day, we are faced with an imminent need for
solutions that increase our energy efficiency. Space heating/cooling is one of the major contributors to our
energy requirements. In urban areas, district heating and cooling systems (DHC) are a well-established energy
solution that have been deployed for many years. Although the benefits of DHC systems are significant and
have been widely acclaimed, yet the full potential of modern DHC systems remains largely untapped. They
comprise a variety of technologies which work together as a single unit for the production and delivery of
heating and cooling, domestic hot water and electricity. There is a huge potential for energy savings in DHC
systems as there still exist several shortcomings in the present networks. This forms the primary objective of
the OPTi project. The project aims at developing new energy related solutions, which can have a significant
impact on both utilities and consumers. Primary stakeholders of this project are utilities operating in the DHC
sector and building owners (energy managers).

1.1

DHC SYSTEMS

There are many stakeholders in any DHC system, which include the utility company that produces and
distributes the heating and cooling, the building owners that use the heating or cooling in their buildings and
the end consumers living in these buildings. In these DHC systems, base energy requirements are met with
cheaper and environmentally-friendly fuel that provides most of the energy consumed by the consumers. In
order to meet huge demand that occurs for relatively short periods of time, a backup and/or peak load
production in the form of auxiliary boilers are stationed out in the DHC-network. These boilers are often run
on wood chips and electricity, and during some extreme conditions, less environmentally-friendly fuels as oil.
During certain periods of the day, for example early morning or late afternoon, there is a larger demand for
energy in DHC systems than the maximum capacity of the base load production plant. This forces the utility
companies to produce more energy to manage these peaks of energy demand, which results in starting up
these auxiliary plants leading to higher costs and more pollution.
The approaches being developed as part of the OPTi project are targeted towards increasing the energy
efficiency through concerted efforts focused on various aspects of the DHC systems.

1.2

WP6 GOALS

Work package 6 focuses on the integration and validation of the approaches developed as part of the OPTi
project. For this evaluation, different types of tests have already been conducted (with more to follow)
involving all the relevant stakeholders: the utility companies, the building owners and the end consumers.
Two different types of tests are conducted: simulation based tests and real world tests. Simulation based
tests will be performed in OPTi-Sim and for real world tests, the pilot sites namely, Luleå, Sweden and Palma
de Mallorca, Spain will be used for field trials.

1.2.1

Luleå test site

The Luleå pilot focuses on optimizing the total DHC system as well as a group of houses. On a system level,
the pilot provides real-life data that will be used for modelling the consumption and network and for building
the simulations tools. The DHC system in Luleå supplies 31,000 households with heating and cooling on a
daily basis. The source of the heating is mainly the CHP plant at LuleKraft AB (LUKAB) close to the city centre.
LUKAB supplies the base heat production of 185 MW to the grid and gets the fuel from the neighbouring
steel plant, SSAB, in the form of surplus gas. The pilot will be run by Luleå Energi AB together with City of
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Luleå. A group of houses and street areas have been selected for the tests. The houses are large public
buildings in Luleå.

1.2.2

Mallorca test site

This test site is a hospital (Son Llatzer Hospital) located in Palma de Mallorca (Balearic Islands, Spain) that
provides public health assistance to more than 200,000 patients per year. Around 2,000 health professionals
are employed there, providing advanced healthcare for its reference population. For the hospital needs,
there is a power plant in the surroundings that supplies energy to the hospital. This energy is generated by
Sampol’s tri-generation plant, which supplies electricity and hot and cold water to Son Llatzer hospital. Hot
water from this tri-generation plant is used both for air conditioning and sanity water, while cold water is
used only for air conditioning.

1.3

VALIDATION AND TEST REPORTS

The validation task of WP6 relates to conducting the various tests both on the simulator and pilot sites and
documenting the results. The actual tests conducted and the resulting analysis will be document in the test
report which will be delivered in two parts – version 1 and 2. This is the version 1 of the test report. While
D6.1 presented all the proposed test cases along with the test details and KPIs associated with them, several
of these plans had to be updated due to practical considerations and other restrictions. These updates to the
test cases are described in this document. At the same time, the evaluation methodology is also laid out for
each test case. Next, as KPIs form the core aims of the project, this report also describes the methodology
that will be employed for translating the results from the individual test cases to correspond to the KPIs. With
this background in place, we proceed to describe the various tests that have been conducted in both
simulations and the pilot sites along with the results. As this is just the first version of the test report, only
some of the proposed tests have been conducted and documented. The remaining tests are underway and
their details and results will be included in Test Report ver. 2 (D6.3). Similarly, the overall findings in terms of
the KPIs and the final recommendations and insights will also be described in deliverable D6.3.

1.4

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

Following the introduction, in Section 2, we provide a short glossary of the various terms used in the report
for ease of reference. Section 3 lists out all the test cases as presented in D6.1, while describing any updates
to their proposed plan and associated KPIs. The evaluation methodology for each KPI for the respective test
case is also presented alongside. Following that, Section 4 presents the proposed methodology for evaluating
the overall KPIs from the results of the test cases, while Section 5 details the OPTi-Sim framework and
validation results, thus corresponding to KPI-4. Section 6 and Section 7 describe the conducted test cases
pertaining to Luleå pilot site and Mallorca pilot site respectively. Section 8 provides a detailed discussion of
the results in terms of each of the targeted KPIs (following the methodology presented in Section 4). The
discussion also includes overall recommendations and insights, which can be construed as a summary of the
findings of the OPTi project. Finally, Section 9 concludes the report. As this is version 1 of the test report,
some of the sections and sub-sections will remain vacant and these will be filled in the version 2 of the report.
However, they have been included in the structure of version 1 to underline all the facets of the test report
and to maintain consistency between the two versions of the report.
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2

GLOSSARY

The glossary is intended to provide a common language for the project consortium to ensure a common
understanding of technical terms relevant for the project. It will be constantly extended and updated.
Term

Definition

Automated
demandresponse
(ADR)

Automated demand response (ADR) describes a system that automates the DR dispatch process,
from the grid operator to the DR aggregator (if involved) to the end-use customer – all without any
manual intervention. cf. demand response

Air
Handling
Units (AHU)

Air Handling Unit is an HVAC device used to regulate and circulate the air in big buildings.

Demand
response
(DR)

Changes in electric usage by end-consumers from their normal consumption patterns in response to
changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower
electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is jeopardized. It
is one aspect of demand side management; the other being energy efficiency.

DH / DHC

Short for district heating / district heating and cooling.

Substation

A substation is the heat exchanger and control system that extracts the heat from DHC water and
provides the building with heating and warm water.

Control
valve

A valve that controls either the heating or warm water in buildings. Part of the substation.

MFU

Measurement for utilities, the system where LEN saves data from costumers

OPTi-Sim

Platform for simulation and engineering of DHC systems

Peak Load
(LEN)

LEN defines peak load in two steps. First step is when the consumption exceeds 185 MW and burning
wood pellets is needed to manage the demand. The next step and the most important is when these
185 MW and the 20 MW wood pellets is not sufficient and we have to start burning oil or electricity

PLC

Programmable logic controller, programmable controller that manages the I / Os

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System, a system that is ideal for superior control and data
storage.

Set point

The target value that an automatic control system, for example PID controller, will aim to reach.

E-value

A fixed cost depending of energy consumed, type of building (utilization), statistical corrected done
in a formula.

Use case

A description of what we want to achieve in the project and how it can be done.

Test case

A detailed description of what will be performed in the use case.
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3

OPTI TEST CASES

The test cases were initially described in D6.1. There are 6 test cases pertaining to Luleå and 2 test cases
pertaining to the Mallorca site. In this section, we revisit these test cases in sequence. In D6.1, the description
of the test cases included not just the background and experimental setup but also the datasets and KPIs
relevant to the analysis. Some of the test cases need to be updated based on the progress of the project;
these updates are described here. Particularly, for each test case, any updates to the procedure are detailed
followed by the proposed data analysis methodology. The data analysis methodology describes the process
that will be followed for analysing the data obtained from the tests and generating the results. These results
are in terms of the KPIs relevant to the test case.

3.1

TEST CASE LTC01: DECREASED SUPPLY TEMPERATURE IN THE DHC NETWORK

3.1.1

Update to Test Case

The late progress with OPTi-Sim has led to the situation that no simulations with an alternative supply
temperature curve have been performed. Due to this, no real-world tests with a supply temperature curve
based on simulation results will be performed during the project. This is because the heating season in Luleå
has come to its end, and the remaining duration of the project will lie outside the heating period of
November-March. Although, simulator tests will be performed with OPTi-Sim during the project, they will
not be validated in real world tests. The test case up to this point is evaluated with a tool called LAVA Kalkyl.

3.1.2

Data Analysis Methodology

The tool that has been used to analyse LTC01 is a program called Lava Kalkyl, developed by Swedish DHC
Company’s and used frequently by the industry [3]. The purpose of LAVA Kalkyl is to make a rough estimation
to determine the cost savings that can be made in a district heating system by temperature-level changes,
partly through a reduced return temperature and by a change in the supply temperature.
The Lava Kalkyl tool uses both historical data from production and actual components from the grid, e.g.,
pumps, boilers etc. Lava Kalkyl is also supplemented with functions for calculating the changes in climate
data at the new system temperatures and changes due to reduced power output. The supply temperature
can be said to consist of two parts, i.e. firstly, the design supply line temperature at the DUT (= Dimensioning
outdoor temperature), and secondly, the lowest supply temperature at partial load. The latter is usually
called base temperature (Tfram_Bas). The final temperature level in the district heating network is the result of
these three temperatures (Treturn, Tfram_DUT and Tfram_Bas).
The resulting return temperature Treturn is itself a function of a number of parameters such as supply
temperature, flow, cooling of the district heating (FC), circular paths of distribution-network, and network
losses.
When the supply and return temperatures are changed, the district heating system can be affected in the
following ways:
• An increase in Tsupply or reduction of Treturn allows a higher maximum power output of the existing
distribution system, that is, increased delivery capacity.
• It is possible that the amount of waste heat that can be recovered from the industry can be increased
when Treturn can be reduced.
• An increase of Tsupply and/or a reduction of Treturn reduce the total flow in the distribution system.
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•
•

The flow reduction results in reduction in energy costs for pumps.
Lowering Treturn and/or Tsupply reduces heat loss from the distribution pipes.

3.2

TEST CASE LTC02: OPTIMIZING VALVES

3.2.1

Update to Test Case

KPI-4: Validation and verification of the virtual DHC system will be removed from LTC02 since it corresponds
to the simulating the real world events with accuracy and does not directly contribute to the evaluation of
the test case. Therefore, it is not essential to the test case. The rest of the KPIs remain intact.

3.2.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Detail about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table.
KPI Addressed

Data required

KPI-1:
Reducing
energy production

Power consumption 𝑃 𝑡
& Base line
estimation 𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(
Economic data essential
for a cost benefit analysis
in terms of CAPEX and
OPEX. For example, the
associated costs for
changing the valves in the
system and expected
revenues after optimising
them (through network
performance
improvement).

KPI-5:
increased
economic benefit

Metric to address the KPI
∑𝑃* (𝑡)
∑𝑃* (𝑡)|%&'()*+(
Standard economic metrics
will be used such as the
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
and the Present Value (PV)
comparing the two cases
(Business as Usual and OPTi
assets introduction) for a
period up to 20 years. This will
also include a sensitivity
analysis.

3.3

TEST CASE LTC03: PEAK LOAD REDUCTION

3.3.1

Update to Test Case

Expected value of
the metric
Less than 0.95

5%

Since this is mainly a peak load reduction test case KPI-1 (reducing energy production), will be removed in
order to keep the focus on lowering the peak load. Energy savings can be achieved together with peak load
reduction but we will only focus on lowering peaks to get the largest effects possible.
KPI-4 (validation and verification of the virtual DHC system) will be removed from LTC03 since its purpose is
to establish that the simulations closely correspond to the real world and has a separate validation process.
Thus, the KPI does not contribute to the evaluation of the test case. Therefore, it is not relevant for the LTC03:
Peak load reduction.
Early test results have indicated that KPI-3 evaluating Consumer comfort flexibility will aim for expanding
comfort temperature to ±1 degrees from today’s comfort level instead of ±2 degrees which was the original
plan. The virtual knob will only be used for testing at the office building of Luleå Energi. No virtual knob test
will be conducted in the residential buildings due to administrative problems with consent agreements, as
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the procedures include having to set up contracts with everyone affected by the virtual knob tests, that is,
all tenants living in the buildings. Moreover, this would also result in additional administrative work load
(how to handle and store all the documents during and after the project). After discussions over the issue
with building owners it was clear that it would not be possible to achieve those agreements within the time
frame and resources of the project. This procedure has been agreed within the OPTi-consortium.
In LTC03 Peak load reduction, no real-world tests will be performed based on the simulation results from
OPTi-Sim (optimisation on how to control the buildings). This was to be optimised based on production as
stated in D6.1. Also, no host system has been installed that would manage to perform the control in the real
world since no simulation could be done in OPTi-sim during the timeframe of the heating period in Luleå.

3.3.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Detail about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table.
KPI
Addressed

Data required

KPI-2: Peak
load
reduction

Power consumption
𝑃 𝑡 & Base line
estimation
𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(

KPI-3:
Consumer
comfort
flexibility
KPI-5:
Increased
economic
benefit

Metric to address the KPI

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )

Expected
value of the
metric
Between
0.00 and 0.50

%&'()*+(

Virtual knob data,
zone temp. data

Range of Celsius for which mean consumer feedback
is between -1 and 1

2 degrees

Economic data
essential for a cost
benefit analysis in
terms of CAPEX and
OPEX.

Standard economic metrics will be used such as the
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and the Present Value
(PV) comparing the two cases (Business as Usual and
OPTi assets introduction) for a period up to 20 years.
This will also include a sensitivity analysis.

5% to 20 %

3.4

TEST CASE LTC04: PEAK LOAD REDUCTION VIA ADR AND CONSUMER INCENTIVIZATION

3.4.1

Update to Test Case

In order to improve the efficiency of current and future district heating networks, as promised, OPTi employs
ADR programs to reduce the peak load consumption at specific peak times (forecasted via baselines). These
programs coupled with appropriate incentives (rewards) and associated contracts aim to increase
consumer’s willingness to actively participate in ADR. The sound scientific evaluation of ADR programs and
their associated incentive schemes in a real setting requires the involvement of a large number of real users
for a prolonged period of time (not possible in the context of a small in size and duration project like OPTi)
as well as the availability of apartment/flat level consumption measurements through smart metering.
Moreover, also requires monetary incentives to be provided to them, something again not feasible in the
context of OPTi. Therefore, due to the particular characteristics and current technical configuration of our
residential trial sites this test case will be performed and evaluated only in a simulated environment where
we can simulate a large number of users with different energy consumption behaviours and various network
configurations and deduce valuable scientific observations that will be provided to our stakeholders and
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potential DHC ADR adopters. Nonetheless, real OPTi data from our pilots will be used for the baselines
creating a very close to our pilots’ experimental setting. It is also important to note that this simulated test
case is designed not only for our pilots but to account for future DH networks with smart metering capabilities
as envisaged by OPTi. Therefore, it extends beyond the scope and capabilities of existing networks and aims
to reveal the dynamics of ADR in another than electrical grid energy network i.e. future DHC ones. In that
aspect, the “LTC” naming might be misleading for this TC and in the next version of the report will be moved
into a more general simulated cases category for future DHC networks

3.4.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Details about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table.
KPI Addressed

Data required

Metric to address the KPI

KPI-5:
Increased
economic benefit

1. Both comfort and inside
temperature data for
each
user
and
apartment.
2. Power
consumption
𝑃 𝑡 ,
Baseline
estimation 𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(
& user thermal comfort
models.

1. The change of the inside
temperature from the
comfort
temperature
defined by each user.
2. The difference of the sum
of user utilities after and
before DR plus the
difference of the total cost
for energy production.

3.5

TEST CASE LTC05: ENERGY REDUCTION

3.5.1

Update to Test Case

Expected value of
the metric
5% to 20 %

No updates needed for the test case. Proceeding as planned.

3.5.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Details about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table.
KPI
Addressed

Data required

Metric to address the KPI

KPI-1:
Reducing
energy
production

Power
consumption 𝑃 𝑡
& Base line
estimation
𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(
Power
consumption P(t) &
Base line
estimation
𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+( and
associated
temperatures 𝑇 𝑡
and 𝑇 𝑡 |%&'()*+(

∑𝑃* (𝑡)
∑𝑃* (𝑡)|%&'()*+(

Expected
value of
the metric
Less than
0.95

∑𝑃* (𝑡)
∑𝑃* (𝑡)|%&'()*+(

Less than
0.95

KPI-1:
Reducing
energy
production
(Track 2)

for Δ𝑇 𝑡 = 𝑇 𝑡 − 𝑇 𝑡 |%&'()*+( where the baseline
indicates the initial temperature that was changed to
desired levels.
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KPI-2: Peak
load
reduction

Power
consumption 𝑃 𝑡
& Base line
estimation
𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(

0.80

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )

3.6

TEST CASE LTC06: IMPROVED EFFICIENCY

3.6.1

Update to Test Case

%&'()*+(

No updates needed for this test case.

3.6.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Details about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table
KPI Addressed

Data required

Metric to address the KPI

KPI-1: Reducing
annual energy
consumption

Power production data (𝑃* 𝑡 )
from plant i and time t and
Delivered energy data (𝐸(𝑡))

∑𝑃* 𝑡 Δ𝑡 − ∑𝐸(𝑡)
(∑𝑃* 𝑡 Δ𝑡 − ∑𝐸 𝑡 )|%&'()*+(

3.7

TEST CASE MTC01: OVERALL PEAK LOAD REDUCTION

3.7.1

Update to Test Case

Expected value
of the metric
0.95

The objective of this test case is to reduce the “expensive” energy production, while minimizing the effect on
the user’s comfort. As explained in D6.2, in Son Llatzer, a tri-generation plant produces energy (hot and cold
water) for the HVAC from the co-generator engine and an absorption chiller (“cheap” energy), and also from
the auxiliary boilers and chillers (“expensive” energy). The hot water coming from the co-generation and the
cold water coming from the absorption chiller are more effective, because they come from a residual source
(electricity generation of the co-generation engine). Furthermore, a high cold water production may produce
a high consumption of energy and water in the refrigeration tower. For Mallorca, as an island with no rivers,
water is a precious resource.
Sampol is developing a tool for calculating the optimal operation of a power plant with all these factors and
considering different Demand Response options. This tool is described in the D3.2, section 5. The Sampol tool
can calculate the energy demand to switch and when to save energy, money, reduce emissions and water
from the refrigeration towers. The first batch of tests have been used for analysing the DR potential in Son
Llatzer and for designing the tool. In these tests, the demand is modified by changing the HVAC set point or
pre-cooling the installation. We planned 42 tests, 12 of them were executed (the not executed DR events
were because of operational problems).

3.7.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Detail about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table.
KPI
Addressed

Data required

Metric to address the KPI

Expected
value of
the
metric
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KPI-2: Peak
load
reduction

Power consumption
𝑃 𝑡 & Base line
estimation 𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(

KPI-5:
Increased
economic
benefit

Associated costs and
revenues after peak
load reduction for each
value chain player
(energy provider and
users)

Less than
0.60

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )

%&'()*+(

Using the Sampol tool for estimating costs. The
difference in the total associated costs and revenues
before and after peak load reduction

3.8

TEST CASE MTC02: HOSPITAL ROOM PEAK LOAD REDUCTION

3.8.1

Update to Test Case

15%

This use case directly affects the room patients, i.e. people that are sensitive to temperature changes.
Therefore, tests will take place when the temperatures are mild in Mallorca during Spring 2017. In D6.1 there
is a description of this installation, however, here is some further information on how a ward HVAC works.
In Son Llatzer Hospital, HVAC is basically composed by AHU that heat up or cool down the outside air and
supply it to the different areas. However, in patient rooms AHU regulate the outside air for and supply it to
the Inductors. Inductors are installed in every room and can modify inlet temperature (from an AHU) up to
+/-3 degrees. All inductors consist on one cold water exchanger and one hot water exchanger (from the trigeneration plant).

Figure 3.1: HVAC system diagram for patient rooms in Son Llatzer Hospital

To modify the inlet temperature in patient rooms, there is a dial in every room, which only the patient will
be able to change by modifying the inductor set point temperature. Nevertheless, the AHU set point
temperature can be modified by the energy manager and it will be used for DR. Despite the reduction of
energy consumption in the AHU due to a DR, it is uncertain how inductor consumption will react to a set
point temperature change. These experiments will study the reaction of the inductor consumption and how
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to define a DR due to their behaviour. However, the operation in this test case is limited since people of the
rooms are hospital patients and they are sensitive to temperature changes.

3.8.2

Data Analysis Methodology

Detail about the KPIs addressed in this test case are summarized in the following table.
KPI
Addressed

Data required

Metric to address the KPI

KPI-2: Peak
load
reduction

Power consumption
𝑃 𝑡 & Base line
estimation 𝑃 𝑡 |%&'()*+(

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )

KPI-5:
Increased
economic
benefit

Economic data essential
for a cost benefit
analysis in terms of
CAPEX and OPEX.

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛3(&4 3(5*67 (𝑃 𝑡 ) − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛9&: (𝑃 𝑡 )

Expected
value of the
metric
Less than 0.60

%&'()*+(

Using the Sampol tool for estimating costs. Standard
economic metrics will be used such as the Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) and the Present Value (PV)
comparing the two cases (Business as Usual and OPTi
assets introduction) for a period up to 20 years. This
will also include a sensitivity analysis.

15%
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4

INTERPRETATION OF KPIS

The analysis of the test results as described in the above section provides evaluation metrics in terms of each
of the KPIs relevant to the test case. However, since a KPI may belong to several test cases, the results of the
test cases need to be integrated together to determine the overall results in terms of achieving each of the
KPIs in a wholesome manner. In this section, we present the methodology that will be adopted for analysing
the results from this perspective of achieving the targeted KPIs of the project. Below table summarizes the
mapping of test cases to KPIs where X against a test case for a KPI implies that the KPI will be evaluated for
the test case. KPI-4 will be evaluated independent of the test cases defined in D6.1.
TEST CASE

KPI-1

LTC01

X

LTC02

X

LTC03

KPI-2

KPI-3

KPI-4

X
X

X

LTC04

4.1

KPI-5

X
X

LTC05

X

LTC06

X

X

MTC01

X

X

MTC02

X

X

KPI-1: REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Several test cases will have an impact on KPI-1, which means that it must be clarified in what way the
individual contributions can be judged as complementary or not. Complementary contributions will enable
the superposition of the effects; thereby adding up the contributions.
Complementary contributions can be found in the following disjoint categories:
•

Reduction of losses in the distribution

•

Increased efficiency in the production

•

Reduced energy usage at the consumer side

Contribution that falls into one of the categories only, can therefore be added up in the quantification of the
KPI. Another aspect of the KPI quantification is the relation between the test case scale and the real-life scale.
The test cases will be small scale in nature and therefore it is necessary to gain an understanding of what the
observed and quantified effects would mean in the context of an average DHC system. This scaling up of
effects usually result in increased uncertainty and the confidence levels do decrease. Nevertheless, for all the
cases we need to assume that the scaling is linear and would be able to observe the similar relative reduction
on a larger scale.
We will now review the different test cases and determine in what way the quantified outcomes for KPI-1
can be combined.
Test case LTC01 aims at validating reduced supply temperature and thus, using a new supply temperature
curve. As such, the losses in the distribution are reduced whilst the supplied energy will be the same.
Test case LTC02 aims at increasing the efficiency at the consumer side by utilizing better designed hardware
and more fitting to the desired performance. It falls, therefore, in the category of reduced energy usage at
the consumer side.
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The test cases LTC03 and LTC04 are not assumed to provide insights or a quantifiable effect for KPI-1. Those
will be ignored for KPI-1.
Test case LTC05 has two tracks. While both aim at reduction of energy on the production side, Track 1 aims
at increasing the efficiency in the production and distribution, and Track 2 aims at reducing the energy usage
at the consumer side. As a result, the tracks are disjoint. Moreover, less energy used at the consumer side
renders less energy produced.
Test case LTC06 will investigate the efficiency in the production and the distribution and thereby overlaps
with LTC01 and LTC05 (Track 1). The combination of contribution is therefore not straight forward. As soon
as LTC06 and LTC05 lead to an altered supply temperature, then LTC01 effect cannot be combined with those
due to the overlap. Similarly, the contribution of LTC05 and LTC06 can only be combined if the different
effects on the operation of the DHC system are the result.
To conclude:
•

Main contribution is expected from LTC05 (both tracks).

•

Contribution of LTC02 is seen as complementary and will be added.

•

Contribution of LTC01 is seen as complementary if LTC05 is not altering the supply temperature
curve.

•

Contribution of LTC06 is seen as complementary if LTC05 (Track1) is suggesting an operation of the
DHC which can be put in place parallel to the result from LTC06. In that case, the contribution can be
added, otherwise not and the operation schemes are understood as conflicting. In the case of such
a conflict the largest contribution of the two will be chosen.

The quantification of KPI-1 will therefore require not only a direct analysis of the data, but also of the
operation schemes that are tested.

4.2

KPI-2: REDUCED PEAK LOAD

The power generation in both trial sides is designed to cover a certain demand by the production of a
cogeneration plant and can be highly efficient. However, when demand is up to the cogeneration production,
auxiliary power resources are required to cover the demand. These auxiliary power production is less
effective, so reducing peak load demands will produce an important decrease CO2 emissions.
To achieve the 40% reduction in peak loads, defined as an objective of the project, first the different peak
loads characteristics and types in the two different trial sides (in section 7 of this document different types
of peak loads depending of the season: summer, winter or spring/fall are described) should be defined. Once
the peak load has been defined, it should be measured the total thermal demand related to peak loads in a
whole year. Using demand response techniques and considering the test results, the goal is to achieve a 40%
reduction of the thermal demand related to the peak loads in average.

4.3

KPI-3: USER THERMAL COMFORT FLEXIBILITY

KPI-3 targets enhancing the flexibility in the thermal comfort of the users. Specifically, the target of this KPI
is to widen the average user-accepted temperature comfort zone by approximately 2 degrees Celsius or
more. As defined in Section 5.3 of D2.1, this can be interpreted as DCRi ³ 20 C.
In the list of updated test case descriptions, KPI-3 pertains to only LTC03 (Peak Load Reduction) in the Luleå
test cases. Therefore, achievement of KPI-3 overall in the OPTi project is equivalent to achieving the target
of KPI-3 in this test case. Therefore, the overall target of KPI-3 is to be able to widen the user temperature
comfort zone by approximately 2 degrees Celsius during the LTC03 Peak Load Reduction trials at Luleå pilot
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site. The evaluation methodology for determining KPI-3 during LTC03 is already described above (Section
3.3.2).

4.4

KPI-4: CAPABILITY OF REPRESENTING REAL LIFE EVENTS

The purpose of KPI-4 is to quantify the capability of the simulation framework OPTi-Sim to represent real life
events. As described in detail in D2.1, KPI-4 will be evaluated by comparing simulation results with real-life
measurements, in our case historical data from the Luleå DH network. The evaluation procedure comprises
a qualitative and a quantitative part.
The qualitative part is a graphical comparison of simulated and real life time series taking into account
corresponding error margins. Based on this analysis, LEN engineers will accept a simulation result or reject
it. This is the ultimate test for the fidelity of the model as the users of OPTi-Sim (operators and engineers)
have to trust the simulation results.
The quantitative analysis investigates whether the difference between simulated and measured data points
is significantly different from zero. If this is the case, this indicates that the used model/simulation is not
properly representing the real-life event it was designed to mimic. Depending on the magnitude of the
deviation, the model needs minor or major alterations and tuning. If the analysis does not result in a
significant deviation from zero, the simulation captures the event appropriately and does not have to be
adjusted.
A list of 20 events has been identified in historical data from the Luleå network (see Section 5). It will be
evaluated if these events are correctly replicated by OPTi-Sim, based on the assessment of the indicators for
the correctness of replication. OPTi-Sim will be capable of representing 95% of real-life events, which means
that 19 events out of 20 have to be accepted.

4.5

KPI-5: ECONOMIC BENEFIT

KPI-5, an economic metric dependent on the specific case under consideration, is straightforward as
presented in this document and in the previous WP2 and WP3 deliverables and will be calculated directly as
described in the above section.
In order to evaluate KPI-5, OPTi defined a list of finer-grain KPIs addressing several economic aspects of the
DHC environment aiming to demonstrate that the project’s developed methodologies produce
comparatively improved results (economic benefits in our context), compared to current practices. Key
economic benefits for consumers and the company adopting OPTi results will be attained through the
following means:
A. The methodologies for designing novel ADR contracts. These are:
•

Offer to the user monetary incentives in order to reduce consumption at peak load times
while at the same time maintaining an acceptable level of comfort. The defined policies aim
at maximizing the net benefit of the consumer, i.e. the difference of profits before and after
the implementation of the ADR program. Τhe consumer is also expected to attain economic
savings due to reduction in total energy consumption.

•

Result in significant savings for the energy provider through reducing the operation of costly
and environmentally inefficient peak load plants.

•

Maximize the social welfare of the society i.e. the difference of the sum of user utilities minus
the total cost of energy production. This objective is central in the OPTi ADR approach,
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achieved by: a) imposing a maximum reduction in consumers’ utility and, b) exploiting the
altruistic nature of certain consumers and assessing their impact on the overall utility of the
community, thus facilitating the usage of non-monetary incentives too, due to behavioural
motivations.
OPTi has already evaluated in a simulation environment these methodologies and the results appear
to be promising. These are further discussed in Section 6.4 of this document and respective WP3
deliverables.
B. Adoption of OPTi assets by stakeholders, such as the utility companies.
The economic benefit will be measured via providing and applying in the OPTi context a DHC tailored
cost benefit analysis (CBA) tool. The methodology combines the CBA assessment framework with the
project’s scenarios and KPIs, considering also the social and environmental perspectives and
integrating the analysis with the WP7 business modelling framework. The results will provide clear
economic indicators of projected economic benefits (including KPI-5) over a duration of more than
10 years (after implementing OPTi assets in a DHC network), including also a sensitivity analysis. Such
an analysis will strengthen the exploitation potential of the OPTi assets by providing valuable input
to the business models and plans of the partners as well as guidelines for beneficial adoption of OPTi
assets by them.
Finally, particularly for the economic benefit analysis of Son Llatzer hospital we should note that the power
plant owner is the hospital itself, however, Sampol is running and maintaining it for some years. Both
corporations have interests in the right operation of the power plant and DR seems a very good technology
for saving money and gas emissions without a big investment. During the period of the OPTi project,
economic benefits of DR will be studied, these benefits will come from the energy not consumed by the
hospital and the money saved from the energy production (producing energy at a lower price). Since the
hospital is the actual owner of the power plant and the use of it by Sampol is for some years, the total savings
will be calculated and divided equally by the two parts.
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5

VALIDATION OF OPTI-SIM FRAMEWORK

The validation of the OPTi-Sim simulation framework follows the procedure for the evaluation of KPI-4 (see
Section 4.4 and D2.1). Twenty real life events, which have been selected from historical data from the Luleå
DH network, will be simulated and the simulation results will be compared with real-life data.

5.1

LIST OF REAL LIFE EVENTS FROM LULEÅ DH NETWORK

The following table contains 20 real life events from the Luleå DH network, which have been identified for
the evaluation of KPI-4 and, thus, the validation of OPTi-Sim. The events were selected from historical data
that had been collected in 2015 and 2016. Relevant seasons for LEN’s test cases are mainly winter and to
some extend spring and autumn. Hence, most selected events are in winter and some in spring and autumn.
Moreover, different weekdays have been chosen to consider differences between working days and
weekends.
Table 5.1: List of real-life events for the validation of OPTi-Sim. The events have been selected from
historical data from the Luleå DH network.
Event Day
Start time
End time
Description
Trigger or event
(1-7)
scenario
01
3
2015-03-10 2015-03-10
Production disturbance at
LUKAB drops out of
13:00
23:00
LUKAB. HVC 2 takes over
production.
production.
02
1
2015-03-22 2015-03-10
Production disturbance. Cold
Production disturbance.
13:00
22:00
water in the grid.
03
3
2015-03-24 2015-03-10
HVC 4 start-up during warm
Auxiliary boiler start06:00
23:00
weather (-3°C).
up.
04
5
2015-03-26 2015-03-26
Production disturbance at
LUKAB drops out of
08:00
16:00
LUKAB. HVC 2 and HVC 4 take
production.
over production.
05
6
2015-03-27 2015-03-27
LUKAB takes over production
LUKAB takes over
02:00
12:00
from HVC 1, 2 and 4.
production.
06
2
2015-03-30 2015-03-31
Normal production.
Normal production.
00:00
00:00
07
6
2015-05-15 2015-05-16
Normal production.
Normal production.
00:00
00:00
08
2
2015-06-15 2015-06-15
Production from HVC 1, 2 and 4
Stable auxiliary boiler
11:00
21:00
during low energy demands.
production without
LUKAB
09
6
2015-09-11 2015-09-11
LUKAB drops out, HVC 2 and 1
Production disturbance.
05:00
19:00
takes over, LUKAB takes over
again.
10
5
2015-10-01 2015-10-02
Normal production.
Normal production.
00:00
00:00
11
2
2015-12-28 2015-12-28
Start-up of auxiliary boilers 1 and Auxiliary boiler start05:00
23:00
4. Mainly 4.
up.
12
2
2016-01-04 2016-01-04
Start-up of auxiliary boilers 1, 2
Auxiliary boiler start04:00
20:00
and 4. LUKAB running at
up.
maximum production.
13
5
2016-01-07 2016-01-07
Cold weather. Auxiliary boilers 1, Maximum production
00:00
20:00
2 and 4 are running.
due to cold weather.
14
1
2016-01-10 2016-01-10
Start-up of first auxiliary boiler,
First auxiliary boiler
05:00
23:00
HVC4.
start-up.
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15

4

2016-01-13
05:00

2016-01-10
15:00

16

7-1

2016-01-16
18:00

2016-01-17
23:00

17

2

18

2

2016-02-01
05:00
2016-02-15
16:00

2016-02-01
20:00
2016-02-15
23:00

19

4

20

7

2016-03-23
06:00
2016-04-02
07:00

2016-03-23
20:00
2016-04-02
20:00

Temperature stable at -20°C.
Normal production with auxiliary
boilers.
Quick change in temperature,
-6°C to -25°C in 24 hours.
Stepwise start-up of auxiliary
boilers.
Normal production from LUKAB
at about -8°C.
Production at LUKAB close to
maximum before where auxiliary
boiler is needed.
Normal production from LUKAB.
Normal production from LUKAB.

Production at -20°C.

Quick change in
outdoor temperature.

Normal production.
Maximum base
production.
Normal production
from LUKAB.
Normal production
from LUKAB.

The evaluation is performed by analysing and comparing simulated and real life sensor data. In particular, we
evaluate differential pressures, supply and return temperatures at dedicated sensors in the network. The
exact sensor positions for the analysis are chosen according to each individual event. One example is given
in the following section.

5.2

EXAMPLE EVENT

As an example, for the analysis of events, Event01 has been selected:
Event Day
(1-7)
01
3

Start time

End time

Description

2015-03-10
13:00

2015-03-10
23:00

Production disturbance at LUKAB.
HVC 2 takes over production.

Trigger or event
scenario
LUKAB drops out of
production.

In this case, a disturbance caused a production outage at LUKAB and, consequently, the auxiliary boiler HVC2
took over production until LUKAB was running again (see Figure 5.1).
160
140

production [MW]

120
100
80

LUKAB

60

HVC2

40
20
0
-20
12

14

16

time
18[h]

20

22

24

Figure 5.1: Event01 – Production outage at LUKAB triggers start-up of auxiliary boiler HVC2, which
compensates the supply shortage until LUKAB is running again.
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This event is reflected in certain sensor measurements at LUKAB and throughout the DH network. Examples
for relevant sensor measurements, which were influenced by the production outage, are given in the
following figures:

return temparature LUKAB [°C]

46.5
46.0
45.5
45.0
44.5
44.0
43.5
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18

20

22

24

time [h]

Figure 5.2: Event01 – measured return temperature at LUKAB (error bars according to measurement
accuracy of temperature sensor +/- 0,4°C).
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Figure 5.3: Event01 – measured differential pressure at Lulsundet (error bars according to measurement
accuracy of pressure sensor +/- 0,04%; errors are too small to be visible).
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Figure 5.4: Event01 – measured supply temperature at DH F21 (error bars according to measurement
accuracy of temperature sensor +/- 0,4°C).
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Figure 5.5: Event01 – measured differential pressure at DH F21 (error bars according to measurement
accuracy of pressure sensor +/- 0,04%; errors are too small to be visible).
The next step is to simulate all events listed in Table 5.1 with OPTi-Sim, and to compare the simulated sensor
data with real-life measurements using the KPI-4 evaluation procedure. The results of the validation
simulations will be documented in the second version of this deliverable.

5.3

VALIDATION RESULTS FROM OPTI-SIM

This section is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.
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6

LULEÅ TESTS & RESULTS

In this section, some early test results as well as a test plan is described. The remaining part of the project
will be focusing on evaluating tests and perform the remaining tests.
The testing site in Luleå and the different test cases have different time limitation for when they can be
performed. To clarify when the individual test cases can be performed a table with colour coding will be used,
where red corresponds to “Not possible” and green corresponds to “Possible” period for testing. See example
below Figure 6.1.

December

January

February

March

April-November

Possible

Possible

Possible

Possible

Not possible

Figure 6.1: Example of test planning.

6.1

TEST CASE LTC01: DECREASED SUPPLY TEMPERATURE IN THE DHC NETWORK

6.1.1

Background and test description

An important aspect in making the DHC network more efficient is to lower the supply temperature. A lower
supply temperature has several benefits.
• Lowered heat losses in the grid.
• Increased electricity production in the CHP plant.
• Less abrasion on pipes, pumps, DH centrals and other components in the grid.
At Luleå energy, a new supply temperature curve have been applied at the production sites. In Figure 6.2,
the old and the new supply temperature curve can be observed. It is mostly at colder outdoor temperatures
that the impact of the new curve is most significant, that is, the new curve deviates 5 degrees from the old
curve at -30oC in outdoor temperature. The curve has been developed by production engineers at Luleå
Energy and LUKAB. It is based on knowledge of the grid and limitations, for example, regarding the existing
pumps. During the test period, which has been ongoing since Autumn 2015, there have been no negative
aspects caused by the new curve. This is very encouraging and has led to the change that the curve is now
permanent.

6.1.2

Test evaluation

The test has been evaluated by using the tool “LAVA-kalkylen” developed by Svensk fjärrvärme [3]. The result
can be viewed in the figure below for the winter period from December 2015 until March 2016. The energy
savings during this period are, as according to the “LAVA-kalkyl”, almost 800 MWh. This corresponds to 0.1
% of the annual production.
Calculated savings vary for different years depending on the outdoor temperature. For a whole year,
calculations have been made from 2013 and 2014 with the new curve. For those years, the savings have been
calculated to lie between 2.5 - 3 GWh annually. This corresponds to 0.4 % of the annual production.

6.1.3

Test conclusions

Changing the supply temperature curve is a very simple way of reducing fuel in production due to less needed
energy and provides direct impact on production costs and lower environmental footprint. When divided for
different fuels, the calculated savings are:
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Table 6.1: Impact on the different fuels needed due to the new supply temperature curve.
Production unit
Fuel
MWh less production
LUKAB
Surplus gas from steel plant
479
HVC 1
Electricity
121
HVC 2
Oil
124
HVC 4
Wood powder
68

Supply curve after changes
Supply temp (C)

120

-40

110
100
Ursprunglig
kurva
Old
Förändrad
kurva
New
-30

90
80
70

-20
-10
Outdoor temp (C)

0

10

Figure 6.2: New and old supply curve.
In Figure 6.3 below, the result sheet from the LAVA-kalkyl can be seen. During the period from December to
March, the savings in money amount to around 376,106 Swedish crowns.

Figure 6.3: Calculated reduction of heat losses in Lava and the economical profit from the lowered
production from the different production units.

6.1.4

Further test planning

The plan is to run tests in OPTi-Sim and then do the evaluation in LAVA-kalkylen in order to achieve an
optimized supply curve for the DH network in Luleå. The possibility to run more real tests outside simulation
is over with the end of March due to the end of winter and the warmer weather outside. During this period,
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the temperature rarely goes below 0 degrees Celsius during the day. This means that the temperature span
that can be tested is very limited and good conclusions will not be possible during this period. Simulated tests
will however be run during the entire project since optimizing the supply temperature is of large interest for
LEN and test will be performed outside the scope of OPTi as well.
December

January

February

March

April-November

Figure 6.4: Test planning for reduced supply temperature.

6.1.5

Simulation rests & results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

6.2

TEST CASE LTC02: OPTIMIZING VALVES

6.2.1

Background and test description

Historically kvs-values (amount of flow m3/h that can pass through a valve at a certain pressure) on overdimensioned control valves create problems with the production mainly in the presence of disturbances.
Large valves open completely and consume large flows, which decreases the differential pressure further out
in the grid and in turn causes problems. The focus of this test case is to study the effects on the DHC grid and
economic benefits for building owners. Another problem is the controller tuning for tap water, where there
is a lack of automatic tools to generate appropriate parameters for PID controllers.

6.2.2

Performed test

Initial tests were performed in 2015, where eleven oversized control valves were changed. A close
collaboration with the Municipality of Luleå enabled the exchange of valves in their substations. Those
buildings were measured before and after the change and an analysis has been made. Further tests have
been performed during 2016 and the beginning of 2017 and the data from those tests will be evaluated more
in detail later in the project.
Table 6.2: Locations that have changed valves with kvs-value before and after change.

Address
Kronan
Kronan
Repslagargatan 14
Trädgårdsgatan 23
Björkgatan 2
Brändövägen
Björkskatacentrum
Elevhemsgatan 2
Ingridshem
Bastugatan 8
Kulturens Hus

Old kvs value
16
205
16
16
16
10
20
10
10
10
10

New kvs value
1,6
50
2,5
2,5
3,2
2,5
3,2
2,5
2,5
4
2,5
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Sum of kvs values

339

77

Figure 6.5: Example of an exchanged control valve on the tap water side at Repslagargatan 14
Moreover, in WP5 an auto tuning tool for the PID controllers in a building substation was derived. Initial tests
with the auto tuning tool at Luleå Energi’s building were performed during autumn of 2016. The focus was
the hot tap water, with the aim to optimize its control effect such that oscillations of the actuator are avoided,
while being fast enough to quickly reduce temperature fluctuations. Step response experiments were
performed on the hot tap water temperature in a closed loop setting to learn the dynamic behaviour of the
system as a whole, especially the actuators. Based on the experiment a dynamic model was extracted and
new parameters for the controller were derived in an automatic fashion. In Figure 6.6, the step response
experiment is depicted together with the simulated model output during the experiment. The model is
tracking the transients well, while disturbances are not tracked. The model does not receive any disturbance
inputs during simulation, which explains the absence of any reaction in the model output.

Figure 6.6: Step response experiments and dynamic model performance.
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6.2.3

Test evaluation

The initial tests with changed control valves measurements were made before and after the change, but
unfortunately the data was not sufficiently fine grained in order to draw any conclusions. Therefore,
additional equipment will be used to extract finer grained measurements during future tests.
The first test using the auto tuning tool provided new controller parameters, which were used unchanged in
the control system of the substation. For this first test, a rather aggressive controlling strategy was chosen to
determine the new controller parameters. As a result, the control action became too aggressive and it was
concluded the auto tuning tool needs to consider the aggressiveness in the tuning approach. The picture
shows how the temperature has oscillations and that indicates that tuning isn’t working properly. In Figure
6.7, the set point and temperature measurement are depicted. The controller parameters were updated
shortly before 2.6x104 seconds. Thereafter a large load disturbance was initiated, which the controller
needed to counteract. It can be seen that the controller is largely overreacting and creating oscillations of
the closed loop system.

Figure 6.7: Oscillation on hot tap water after changed parameters.

6.2.4

Test conclusion

The conclusion from the initial test is that more tests with optimizing valves need to be performed with more
fine grained measurements. Even though the valves were reduced by more than 77%, no complaints
regarding lack of hot tap water have been received. The test with the auto tuning tool showed that the time
parameter was too fast for the actuator and that led to the oscillations.

Figure 6.8: Opening of the valve in percentage of maximum.
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6.2.5

Further test planning

More tests will be performed both in simulated environment and in real life. The testing period is possible to
be conducted throughout the whole project time. Simulation based testing will be an important component
in the strategy of Luleå Energi. Tests with the auto tuning tool will progress during the entire period of the
project. When the tool is more user friendly it will be tested with building owners in order to get more
feedback and improve the tool.
December

January

February

March

April-November

Figure 6.9: Test planning for optimizing valves.

6.2.6

Simulation tests & results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

6.3

TEST CASE LTC03: PEAK LOAD REDUCTION

6.3.1

Background and test description

In the task of making the DH network more smart and efficient, one of the main directions in OPTi is to use
buildings as accumulators of energy in the grid. This would enable several positive effects for the production
units and the environment.
•

Less start-ups of auxiliary boilers

•

Lower production costs

•

Lower environmental footprint

•

Stronger bound between costumer and DHC company

Several tests have been performed in order to get more knowledge about how buildings react when energy
is borrowed from them during periods of time when there is a shortage of energy in the grid.

6.3.2

Definition of peak load Luleå

In this section, we describe how peak load is defined and how peaks are being identified from energy data.
To identify the peaks in production and the consumers peaks, the outdoor temperature and energy data
were collected on hourly basis. The following condition, equation (1), was then applied to create the energy
pattern figures in this chapter.
𝑄
𝑄
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 =
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘 [𝑊 𝑇]
(1)
𝑑𝑇
(𝑇*+7665 − 𝑇6JK7665)

In Luleå, we have two different definitions of peak load. The first is:
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Production peak load over a day
Description

In this scenario, there is a high demand of warm tap water during a shorter time
during morning and afternoon.

Objective

Identify peaks in production by analysing the consumption patterns and reducing them
by using weather forecasts and the buildings’ accumulated heat to even out the peaks.

Why?

Leads to lower pumping coast and heat losses in the DHC grid.
Table 6.3: Peak load reduction definition.

The production in Luleå has two larger peaks during each day. This is due to larger consumption of hot tap
water and the start-up of ventilation and heat for offices and industry buildings. The peaks can be seen in
Figure 6.10.

MW/ Degree

Energy, power / heated extent divided on weekdays
[MW / degree]
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Figure 6.10: Production pattern during a week in Luleå, Monday-Sunday.
The second definition is auxiliary boiler production peak load and has two steps.
Auxiliary boiler production peak load step 1
Description

In this scenario, there is a high demand of energy during a period of colder weather
than -8 degrees. At this temperature, the first step in auxiliary boiler start-up usually
occurs by starting wood powder burners.

Objective

Identify peaks in production by analysing the consumption patterns and reducing them
by using weather forecasts and the buildings’ accumulated heat to even out the peaks;
thereby, reducing the usage of all auxiliary boilers. If there is cold weather during a
shorter time, the start-up of an auxiliary boiler can be completely avoided by applying
peak load reduction.

Why?

Reduce activity of auxiliary boilers in high cost hours and increase in lower cost ones.
Table 6.4: Peak load reduction definition.
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Auxiliary boiler production peak load step 2
Description

In this scenario there is a high demand of energy during a period of cold weather and
both the base load production and the wood powder at HVC 4 are in production. The
next auxiliary boiler to start is either electrical or oil which is the costliest and least
environmentally friendly fuel.

Objective

Identify peaks in production by analysing the consumption patterns and reducing them
by using weather forecasts and the buildings’ accumulated heat to even out the peaks.
Reduce the usage of the least environmentally friendly auxiliary boilers by applying
peak load reduction in buildings.

Why?

Reduce the usage of the least environmentally friendly and expensive fuels.
Table 6.5: Peak load reduction definition.

6.3.3

Performed test

Several different tests have been performed in order to reduce the peak loads in the buildings and to learn
how they react. An initial contact was made with the largest housing company in Luleå (Lulebo AB) in order
to have a strong and knowledgeable companion to the tests that could be performed. Lulebo provided OPTi
with two different types of residential buildings to do test on. They also helped with installing indoor
temperature sensors and extracting data from each building for our data management storage. Lulebo AB
also conducted the peak load reduction test with assistance from Luleå Energi. Lulebo has continuously been
updated with results from the performed test and status of the project.

Figure 6.11: Program schedule developed by Abelko for Luleå Energi
Figure 6.11 shows the user interface that Abelko developed for Luleå Energi showing where scheduled peak
load reduction tests could be conducted for the office building at Luleå Energi. Here, a single test can be
scheduled for a period of time during one hour or as recurrent events on weekly, monthly or yearly basis.
The program also enables different supply temperatures for the different heating systems within the office
building. This has been the program used for all the pilot test performed at Luleå Energi’s office building.
Some of the performed tests are presented below:
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•

Test made with scheduled lowering of supply temperature on heating at Luleå Energi

•

Test made with scheduled lowering of supply temperature on heating at Smultronstigen

•

Test made by cutting off all energy input to Luleå Energi’s building

•

Test made by cutting of all energy input to Smultronstigen’s buildings

•

Initial test made to accumulate heat in building at Luleå Energi’s building

6.3.4

Test evaluation

The tests have been evaluated from data collected before and after the tests. Evaluation was done by
applying equation (1). The red highlights show the peaks.

Figure 6.12: Baseline pattern in energy use.

Figure 6.13: Pattern in energy use after test.

6.3.5

Test conclusion

During the initial tests, when the supply temperature in the building was lowered, we managed to reduce
the peaks about 10-15 % without having any impact on the indoor climate at all. The arrows in Figure 6.12
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and Figure 6.13 show how the consumption pattern has been changed during the baseline and with peak
load reduction.
One of the most important things for LEN is to manage reduction of peaks as much and as long as possible
without having any negative impact on the residents living in the apartments. This means we needed to push
the limits of how long it is possible to reduce the power output, see Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16. After six
hours without heat, the average indoor climate temperature at Smultronstigen had dropped about 0,4
degrees and then the test was stopped. The outdoor temperature was -5° when the test started and +5°
when it ended. This test showed a potential of a 65 % reduction in supplied energy at this outdoor
temperature. The rest is the tap water consumption and cannot be cut off without causing immediate
discomfort. This building is of an older building standard and has no complicated ventilation system. This
makes this building type very suitable for peak load reduction both from the controlling perspective and
comfort for residents.
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Figure 6.14: Average indoor temperature with all heat cut off for six hours between 06-12.
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Figure 6.15: Power output during peak load reduction test with all heat cut off for six hours 06-12.
The same test was conducted at Luleå Energi’s office building, however, some problems occurred here with
the air temperature from the ventilation. This test had to be aborted after two and a half hours when the
temperature went below the comfortable temperature as defined by the people working there. However,
the initial peak reduction was almost 90%. This high percentage here ought to be due to less tap water
consumption during the morning in an office building compared to a residential building.
This building has a more complicated ventilations system with heating in the ventilation. This type of building
is also suitable for peak load reduction but the ventilation must be controlled in a more advanced way to
limit the cooling impact on the building.

Figure 6.16: Power output during peak load reduction test with heat cut off during two and a half hours.
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6.3.6

Further test planning

The test period for peak load reduction has greatest impact during the winter period where the need of
energy for heating is greatest. During the summer and warmer days there is almost only tap water usage at
costumers and hence the potential power reduction in the DH network is small.
December

January

February

March

April-November

Figure 6.17: Test planning for peak load reduction.

6.3.7

Potential savings for DH in Europe

This section describes the potential if all of Europe’s district heating grids would lower the heating losses in
the grid by 0.4% of the yearly production as a result of lowered supply temperature. The savings have been
applied for the different fuels. In Figure 6.18, the heat sources for district heating from EU27 countries are
summarized and have been used for calculations [1].

Figure 6.18: EU27 - Heat sources for district heating.
Using the numbers in Figure 6.18 together with the total energy from district heating, the total calculated
energy from the different fuels is summarized in Table 6.6 below. The same table also shows the “average”
district heating network in Europe based on numbers from Heat Road Map Europe [2].
Table 6.6: Fuel for district heating for EU27 countries and definition of the average DH-network in Europe
Total production Total production Average DH-network
Energy in EU27
[GWh]
[TWh]
[GWh]
Fossil fuels, direct use
152689
152,7
28,3
Renewables (geothermal,
biomass and waste) direct use
46981
47,0
8,7
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Recycled heat, renewable CHP
(waste and biomass)
Recycled heat, fossil, CHP and
industries
Total production

90047

90,0

16,7

540283
830000

540,3
830,0

100,1
153,7

Table 6.7: Savings of the different fuels as result of the lowered heat losses in the network.
Reduced fuel due to lowered supply temperature (0,4%)
Reduction/fuel [GWh]
Fossil fuels, direct use
611
Renewables (geothermal, biomass and waste) direct use
188
Recycled heat, renewable CHP (waste and biomass)
360
Recycled heat, fossil, CHP and industries
2161
Total production
3320
The reduction of energy for district heating is more than 3,3 TWh/year only by reducing the supply
temperature and lowering the heat losses. Since the reduction is the greatest when the weather is cold, there
is also the usage of fossil fuels. Especially, the direct use of fossil fuels is of great interest in the work of
reducing the fossil footprint for the European countries. Recalculating the total fuel that can be saved, it
represents the amount of energy for 6 sites of the size of Luleå, only by reducing the heat losses in the
network by reducing the supply temperature.

6.3.8

Simulation tests & results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

6.4

TEST CASE LTC04: PEAK LOAD REDUCTION VIA ADR AND CONSUMER INCENTIVIZATION

6.4.1

Background and test description

The overall objective of this use case is to enable the provider to reduce the demand of energy during the
peak hours up to an upper threshold 𝑄 ' by offering the minimum total incentives to the consumers as a
reimbursement for the inconvenience caused by any alternations in their consumption pattern. In order to
be closer to the real environment setting, we utilise data available from the OPTi trials. In particular, we
exploit the measurements available from the OPTi trial sites and perform an initial analysis of the available
data. For our experiments, we focus on the residential environments. In particular, we consider two different
buildings/locations, namely Kompanivägen 29-31 and Smultronstigen 16, with 104 and 126 apartments
respectively, although the listed data correspond to fewer apartments that the originally chosen ones. More
information regarding the selected buildings and apartments can be found in deliverable D6.1. Our aim is to
apply different targeting approaches, as they are described in D3.2, in order to identify the optimal approach
that will enable the reduction in peak demand with the least total incentives. For that purpose,
measurements corresponding to the whole building and each apartment should be available. However, due
to lack of consumption measurements per apartment (only measurements of inside temperature are
available), we use the following heuristic to estimate the consumption values per apartment in each building.
We assume a set of buildings 𝐵 consisting of a set of apartments 𝑁R . For each apartment 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁R , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐵, the
&WX

average consumption 𝐶*,R
apartment

*+
𝑇*,R

is estimated as the percentage of contribution of the inside temperature of the

to the inside temperature of the building 𝑇R*+ .
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&WX

&WX
𝐶*,R

where

=

*+
𝑇*,R

&WX

𝐶R

=

∗

𝐶R

(1)

𝑇R*+

𝑇𝐶R
𝑁

(2)

In this way, we obtain average consumption values for each apartment in each of the selected buildings.
Moreover, as demographic data for each building and apartment is available, the modelling of the buildings
and apartments can be performed based on the CNHA methodology presented in deliverable D3.2, according
to which the apartments differ in terms of physical characteristics, i.e. insulation, thermal characteristics, and
consumption patterns, as they are defined by the baseline methodology. Buildings and apartments are
assumed to have already signed contracts, according to which, when targeted for DR, they give up control of
specific appliances- in our case this refers to space heating only. Our basic timeframe in which DR is applied
is a single day divided into timeslots (say 1 hour or 4 timeslots of 6-hour duration), indexed as 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ≔
{1,2, . . . , 𝑇}. This day corresponds to a known context. Furthermore, we consider the case where the energy
provider has full information with regards to the building models; more specifically, each building manager
declares truthfully to the provider the comfort model of the building that the manager is responsible for,
which in turn is formed by aggregating the comfort models of the apartments within the building.
Whenever it is predicted that the total demand will exceed the energy provider’s supply threshold, the
provider activates the ADR programs and resorts to targeting a subset of the consumers by employing one
of the following approaches:
•

•

Targeting Per Building and Apartment (TPBA): first the algorithm selects among the set of available
buildings and then for each targeted building, the algorithm
§

Imposes the same reduction in consumption to the included apartments of the selected
building without employing any additional sorting criterion or optimization procedure.
Although, in essence, the problem can be solved hierarchically, in our setting we assume that
the energy provider and the building manager are cooperative, therefore the provider solves
the overall problem at the top level and conveys the detailed solution per building to each
building manager; we refer to this approach as Targeting Per Building (TPB) in order to
distinguish it from the following

§

Imposes a different reduction in consumption to the included apartments of the selected
building and afterwards selects among the set of available apartments; henceforth, we refer
to only this approach as TPBA

Targeting per Apartment (TPA): each apartment is considered as a single user and the algorithm
selects directly among the set of available apartments

In both cases, the sorting criterion remains the same; however, the estimation method depends on whether
the targeting is performed at the level of a building (TPBA) or of a single apartment (TPA). In the case of TPBA,
a second level of optimization and targeting within each building may also take place.

6.4.2

Simulation results

As we mentioned earlier, for our tests, we use real consumption data from two buildings with several
apartments in Luleå. The data consists of sensor readings at a granularity of one hour. We assume that
appliance level measurements for only one appliance are available, i.e. space heating, due to the restrictions
imposed by environment in Luleå. The readings in both cases presented below are extracted for a given
context, that is weekday 23 January 2017, and for each day and consumer, the recorded data is used to obtain
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consumption in Watt-hour for each time slot with a duration of 6 hours during the day. So, we obtain the
optimal consumption of each building. Employing the heuristic defined by Eq. (1) and (2), we estimate the
optimal (in average) consumption of each apartment in each building.
The main objective of the energy provider is to narrow the total demand by a value ∆𝑄 that amounts to 10%
of the unconstrained total optimal consumption, by employing Policy 1: Constraining the reduction in
consumption that is described in deliverable D3.1, as it is easier to be implemented than Policy 2:
Constraining the reduction in utility. Following (9) in Section 4.3.4 of deliverable D3.1, the value of the
maximum percentage reduction to be imposed to each user (𝜂a&bc ) must be greater or equal to 10%. In
order to more consistent to the conditions of the real environment in Luleå, we consider 𝜂a&bc = 11%, i.e.
that consumers are not imposed large reductions in their consumption, hence the contracts offered are more
attractive and consumers are more likely to participate.
As we have already described, the overall objective of this use case is to reduce the total demand during the
peak hours up to an upper threshold by employing that targeting approach which ensures the minimum total
incentives offered. Since the demand reduction is implemented by means of ADR, which in essence
guarantees that the desired reduction in supply is achieved, our aim is to evaluate the results regarding the
incentives offered, the social welfare achieved and the set of selected consumers. Note that when applying
TPBA, we distinguish two approaches of implementing it:
a) We first impose a percentage reduction 𝜂a&bc in the building as a whole, the algorithm selects
among the available buildings and then we apply the same percentage reduction 𝜂a&bc in the
apartments of each building without applying any further sorting or targeting procedure. As already
mentioned, we refer to this approach as Targeting Per Building (TPB) in order to distinguish it from
the following
b) We impose the same percentage reduction 𝜂a&bc in the apartments of a building and in the building
as a whole. The difference with TPB lies in the fact that in this case the algorithm selects to target for
ADR among the set of available apartments within a targeted building; henceforth, we refer to only
this approach as TPBA
Table 6.8 depicts the results of the different targeting approaches. Both the social welfare achieved after DR,
i.e. the total social welfare of all buildings in the system 𝑆𝑊 and the social welfare of each building 𝑆𝑊%f , as
well as the total amount of incentives (𝐼) to be offered are expressed in SEK. For more information with
regards to the cost function of the provider please refer to D3.1.
Table 6.8: Results of targeting approaches

Results of Targeting Approaches (𝑺𝑾 = 𝟔𝟎𝟓𝟒, 𝟕 𝐒𝐄𝐊)

TPB

𝜼𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒒 per
user
11%

TPBA

11%

Targeting Set
B2
B1
B1 (all apartments)

𝑰(𝐒𝐄𝐊) 𝑺𝑾(𝐒𝐄𝐊) 𝑺𝑾𝑩y (𝐒𝐄𝐊)
1042,7

4835,4

280,73

5581,8

B2 (72 apartments)
TPA

11%

47 apartments (19 from B1 and 28
from B2)

3578,1
1257,3
1516,3
4065,5

806,23

6035,0

-
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According to the results, TPBA and its variation TPB select the same set of buildings to target for ADR.
Although TPB constitutes a simple, quick and viable way to implement ADR, it also implies that all apartments
inside a selected building are mandated to reduce their consumption in this straightforward manner (with
no extra optimization being performed). This means that the final total incentives derived are higher
compared to TPBA, as even the most expensive and less flexible apartments are forced on reductions.
On other hand, by offering an extra flexibility of choosing a specific subset of apartments in each targeted
building to participate in ADR based on the sorting algorithm of NBIADR methodology, TPBA guarantees
higher social welfare after ADR, for both the society and each participating building, with lower total
incentives than TPB. Finally, for the more demanding approach of targeting directly specific apartments,
rather than buildings, the results indicate that TPA leads to higher social welfare and lower total incentives
needed to be offered than TPB and TPBA.

6.4.3

Test conclusion

In terms of practical implementation, TPBA is a more effective targeting approach, as it can be implemented
both as a single process by the energy provider – whenever the information is available- or hierarchically in
two stages, whereby the energy provider applies the targeting process for buildings and then the building
manager is in turn responsible for the targeting process of apartments; thus, leading to better results in
comparison with the other approaches. To this extent, the building manager can establish a notion of fairness
in respect to the allocation of reductions and can contend more effectively with the complaints that may be
issued by the modifications in the consumption schedules within a selected apartment. In this context, virtual
knob could play a key role as a tool for users to declare their approval/ disapproval or comfort/ discomfort
with respect to the proposed modifications in their consumption schedules. This user feedback could also be
used for fine-tuning the proposed DR schemes. Deliverable D5.3 discusses also the practical implications and
challenges on the implementation of ADR in existing DH systems.

6.5

TEST CASE LTC05: ENERGY REDUCTION

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

6.5.1

Simulation results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

6.6

TEST CASE LTC06: IMPROVED EFFICIENCY

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

6.6.1

Simulation results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.
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7

MALLORCA TESTS & RESULTS

In OPTi, the Mallorca trial is in the hospital Son Llatzer, in Mallorca (Spain). The hospital has a total floor area
of 90.000 m² and hosts 500 beds. The HVAC of the building consists of over hundred Air Handling Units (AHU)
which take air from the outside, regulate and supply it to the different areas of the building. The AHU do not
generate any power, they use hot and cold water to regulate the temperature and humidity. A tri-generation
power plant near the hospital generates cold water and hot water to be supplied to the different AHU.
Adapting the electricity power generation and the hospital’s demand is one of the issues of this project. In
the deliverable D 6.1, more details about the trial can be found.

7.1

BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION:

Most DHC networks have a main power plant designed to cover most of the demand with high efficient
technology, for example co-generation engine; above this demand less effective technology has to produce
the energy needed. Specifically, temporary high increases of the demand implying high resource
consumption and emissions are very common; these events are called “peak loads".
In Son Llatzer, peak loads occur when the thermal demand (cold or heat water) is not covered by the cogeneration plant (high efficient technology) and then electric chillers or gas boilers have to be activated. The
co-generation plant generates electricity with a gas engine and uses the exhaust combustion gas to produce
cold water through an absorption chiller and/or hot water through a heat exchanger. When the cold water
demand exceeds the production of the co-generation plant, the electrical chillers are turned on, with the
consequent high electricity consumption. On the other side, when the hot water demand exceeds the
production of the co-generation heat exchanger, those demand is covered by gas boilers.
On days with extreme temperatures (summer for Mallorca or cold days in winter) the electric chillers or the
absorption chillers are turned on practically the whole day, so it will not be useful to try to shift the demand,
but there are other cases in which the demand for cold or heat water is not covered by the co-generation
plant only for a few hours a day (peak loads). It is in these cases where it will be interesting to study the
behaviour of demand and try to modify it.
Following the premises indicated above, three peak load situations have been defined in which it is
interesting to modify the demand to avoid a peak that forces to activate auxiliary equipment of cold and heat
energy:
●
●

Cold water demand is higher than co-generation plant absorption unit production, and low
demand of hot water. That situation occurs typically in summer, between 11 AM-17 PM.
Hot water demand is higher than co-generation plant heat exchanger production, with low
demand of cold water. That situation occurs typically in the morning of winter days, at the
beginning of the consultation hours, when there is a high hot water demand for heating and
a residual cold water demand for certain areas of the hospital.
Sum of cold and hot water exceeds the production of thermal energy available by the cogeneration plant. It occurs on the morning hours of spring and fall days.

Based on the three main peak load situation, we can define the different time periods they may occur:
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Summer
Description

In this scenario, there is a high demand of cold water, but it normally does not
overload the capacity of the absorption unit, so the electrical chillers can be
switched off most of the day. These days are when the outside temperature is
not very hot, in soft summer days.

Objective

Identify the hour from which the cold water demand cannot be covered by the
absorption chiller and the electrical chillers must be switched ON. During
labour days it often happens at the beginning of the consultation hours, when
all the HVAC system is switched ON.

Solutions from
energy
production side

Increasing the absorption chiller load before a cold water peak or switching ON
electrical chillers in lower cost hours to reduce the demand at higher price
hours.

Solutions from
demand side

1. Shifting demand in time in some hospital areas.
2. Early switch OFF in areas that ends activity at the end of the
consultation hours.

In the following graph, the cold water production in a typical summer day described above is depicted, with
the absorption chiller cold water production and auxiliary cold water production (electrical chiller). It can be
observed how shifting some demand before 12h can decrease the auxiliary production, using the inertia of
the building.

Figure 7.1: Summer cold water demand example (10/9/2015). All values are expressed as the % of cogeneration absorption unit production at maximum load (100). If cold water demand>100, electrical
chillers (AUX) are necessary.
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Winter
Description

During most of the winter, the CHP is enough to fulfil all the hot water demand by
itself. However, certain peaks in the morning (8 AM, office entry time) due to the
switch ON mode of the heating system at several areas of the building overloads
CHP hot water production.

Objective

Identify the peak of hot water demand and shift some demand by changing the
HVAC set-point on certain areas of the hospital for a specific time.

Solutions
from
production
side

Anticipate the start-up of the CHP to increase the energetic efficiency, reducing the
gas boilers activity. Identify the peak loads to increase CHP load.

Solutions
Pre-heating some hospital areas that are scheduled to switch ON at 8 AM (office
from demand entry time), to reduce the initial morning peak load.
side
In the following figure, hot water demand in a winter day is shown. During the evening hours, due to the low
price of electricity, the CHP is OFF and all the demand is covered by gas boilers. At 8 AM (typical entry time
in a labour day) the demand increases and the co-generation machine is switched ON.

Figure 7.2: Winter demand example (21/1/2015). All values are expressed as the % of co-generation heat
transfer unit production at maximum load. If hot water demand is greater than CHP production, gas
boilers are switched ON.
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Spring & Fall
Description

Both demands are relevant (cold water and hot water). Due to the high
efficiency of the absorption chiller, the cold water is covered by the absorption
chiller (using hot water from the CHP) and hot water demand production is
made by gas boilers (instead of CHP heat that is used for the absorption chiller).

Objective

Identify the peak of thermal demand (either cold or hot water), due to the
addition of cold water and hot water demand. In fact, the cold water demand
is more or less stable, but the hot water demand has a sudden increase early
in the morning.

Solutions from Evaluate the possibility of switching between cold-hot water for 1 hour in the
production side
CHP engine to cover hot water demand in demand peaks.
Solutions from Pre-heating or pre-cooling of hospital areas that are before the consultation
demand side
hours.
In the following figure, the hot water demand peak at 8 AM (office entry time) cannot be covered by the cogeneration plant because there is also a significant demand of cold water, and the absorption is more efficient
than the heat exchanging in that machine. So, to cover all hot water demand, is necessary to switch ON the
gas boilers for some hours.
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Figure 7.3: Spring & Fall demand example (20/4/2015) for hot water (above) and cold water (below). All
values are expressed as the % of co-generation production at maximum load

7.2

TRIAL PLANS AND SCHEDULES

In deliverable D6.1, the different Test Cases planned to performed in OPTi are described. The Test Cases
defined are the following:
● MTC01 Overall Peak Load Reduction: the tests will aim to reduce the energy demand of the whole
hospital during peak hours. The energy demand for heating or/and cooling will be reduced during
certain periods of time during a day (peak demand periods) or shifting the demand from peak hours
to off-peak hours.
● MTC02 Hospital Room Peak Load Reduction: In this case, the peak load will be reduced by the
reduction of consumption in the wards. It would, therefore, involve reducing the energy demand
from heating or cooling of the patient's room consumption during certain periods of time during the
day (peak demand periods) or shifting the demand from peak hours to off-peak hours.
In the project, the trial tasks are divided in three phases: trial preparation where all equipment needed is set
up (from month 6 to 13 (March 2016)), integration, for demand forecasting and the optimization tool (see
D3.3) integration in the Mallorca trial (from month 13 to month 24 (February 2017)) and validation, when
test, using OPTi tools, will run (from month 20 (October 2016) to 30 (August 2017)). So, before the
preparation phase ends, it is difficult to run any test, and test won’t be fully operational until the integration
tasks end. However, Test Cases schedule does not correspond with the tasks, some tests can be run before
the validation task start (M24), in order to have more data for the final analysis. In the following table, the
schedule for the different test cases is shown:

Table 7.1: Time schedule per Test Case in the Mallorca Pilot
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Before starting the actual tests, a preliminary Use Case (UC0) was defined, where tests were executed for
checking that everything works well. Regarding MTC02, patients are sensitive to the room temperature (even
a small change of temperature) therefore extra attention should be paid as demanded by the Hospital Energy
Manager. For that reason, MTC02 tests will take place when temperature is moderate (in spring) and not
many tests will take place. So MTC01 will take most of the trial time. Three different DR strategies will be
executed: pre-cooling, pre-heating and set point shifting.

7.3

TEST CASE MTC01: OVERALL PEAK LOAD REDUCTION

7.3.1

Simulation Results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

7.3.2

Pilot Test Results

During the summer of 2016, some tests were run in Son Llatzer with the objective to reduce the peak load
(high demand of cold water) that occurs at the beginning of the consultation hours due to the simultaneous
switch ON of most of the HVAC system. Turning on part of the HVAC system earlier (pre-cooling) will mitigate
the peak load, and different pre-cooling time was tested (pre-cooling 2h, 4h and 6h). Another benefit of that
DR event may be the overall reduction of the cold water demand, because the external temperature is lower
in the early morning and is easier to achieve the set-point temperature.
Experimental results showed, that in some events, cold water demand increases when the DR event is
activated (during the pre-cooling) but there is no reduction of the demand after the event. This results occurs
in long pre-cooling (4h-6h), however, cold water demand varies significantly every day in the hospital, due to
having different shifts from one day to another, so it is difficult to forecast the demand. The forecasting
demand tool to be developed within this project is not ready, therefore it is difficult to extract conclusions.
Besides the demand forecasting tool to be develop by IBM, the hospital utilises two pumping systems for the
cold water (A & B) which distribute the water to the different HVAC system. A relation between demand A
and B systems can be found in the following experiments, it will be studied the system A and B behaviour
when DR events take place.

7.4

TEST CASE MTC02: HOSPITAL ROOM PEAK LOAD REDUCTION

This use case directly affects the room of patients, where people are sensitive to temperature changes.
Therefore, tests will take place when the temperatures are soft in Mallorca, during the spring 2017.
Therefore, this space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the
test report, i.e., deliverable D6.3.

7.4.1

Simulation Results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

7.4.2

Pilot Test Results

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.
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8

DISCUSSION

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3, since to deduce final conclusions for the achievements of our final targets the completion
of the remaining tests (on-going) is required.

8.1

ACHIEVEMENT OF OPTI KPIS

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

8.1.1

KPI-1: Reducing energy consumption

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

8.1.2

KPI-2: Reduced peak load

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

8.1.3

KPI-3: User thermal comfort flexibility

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

8.1.4

KPI-4: Capability of representing real life events

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

8.1.5

KPI-5: Economic benefit

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.

8.2

INSIGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This space is currently acting as a placeholder. This section will be filled in the next version of the test report,
i.e., deliverable D6.3.
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CONCLUSION

In this deliverable, we presented the version 1 of the test report. Along with D6.3, which will be presented in
the future (Test report ver. 2), the report documents the work conducted in the context of WP6 for the
Validation tasks. More specifically, in this document, we presented the updates to the test cases that were
planned in D6.1 along with the methodology for evaluating the experiments and formulating the results. We
also described how these test results will be used for interpreting the KPIs of the OPTi project as defined in
D2.1. Having fully established the validation methodology, we described the experiments and trials that have
already been conducted and analysed their results. Particularly, we detailed the development of the OPTiSim framework and validation tests, which corresponds to KPI-4. We also described the three pilot trials
conducted at Luleå and the one conducted at Mallorca. We also analysed the data arising from these trials
and culminated with preliminary findings at each test case level.
The version 2 of the test report will form the concluding part wherein all the remaining tests, both from
simulations and pilot sites, will be included along with the analysis of the results. Additionally, the report will
contain a detailed discussion of the results by juxtaposing them against the KPIs as delineated at the initial
stages of the project. Fulfilment of these KPIs determines the success of the various contributions under the
project. This discussion will also include the overall learnings, recommendations and any insights that have
been gained during the course of the project including those revealed while conducting the experiments,
obtaining the results and the eventual findings themselves.
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